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CNH Industrial

Key figures
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Note: all figures provided iare on a US GAAP $ basis and updated at December 31, 2018, unless otherwise indicated

GLOBAL 
SEGMENTS

AGRICULTURE

CONSTRUCTION

COMMERCIAL & SPECIALTY VEHICLES

POWERTRAIN

FINANCIAL SERVICES

BRANDS

12

PLANTS

66

EMPLOYEES

64,625

$29.7BILLION

CONSOLIDATED 
REVENUES

One of the largest
capital goods companies
on the planet

R&D CENTERS

54

NATIONAL MARKETS

180

ENERGY CONSUMED

379,000 TONS

CO2 EMITTED

6.8 MILLION GJ
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Our sustainability priorities

CNH Industrial

Sustainability Priorities

PEOPLE ENGAGEMENT

LIFE-CYCLE THINKING

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY

CARBON FOOTPRINT

Aspirational goals 2024 Sustainability Targets

FULLY

ENGAGED

FULLY

RECOVERABLE

ZERO SERIOUS

INJURIES

CARBON

NEUTRAL

▪ -46% vs. 2014 in CO2 emissions per production unit at Company plants worldwide

▪ 80% of total electricity consumption from renewable sources at Company plants 

worldwide

▪ -20% vs. 2014 in kg of CO2 emissions per ton of goods/spare parts transported 

▪ 25% of product portfolio available with natural gas powertrains 

▪ 100% of employees involved in engagement surveys

▪ 100% tier 1 suppliers with Sustainability self-evaluation

▪ +100% vs. 2017 in # of people who benefit from CNHI’s local community initiatives

▪ 100% of new products include sustainability / recyclability design criteria

▪ 94% waste recovered at Company plants worldwide

▪ -50% vs. 2014 in employee accident frequency rate
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CNH Industrial

2024 Key targets: Energy management

2024: 80% of total electricity consumption 

from renewable sources at Company plants 

worldwide

2024: -46% vs. 2014 in CO2 

emissions per production unit at 

Company plants worldwide
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2018 CNH Industrial energy results

Thanks to improvement projects
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Energy management system

IWorld Class Manufacturing and ISO 50001

The WCM Energy pillar aims to optimize the energy use in manufacturing

processes. This pillar is a management tool that enables each plant to

understand, monitor and reduce energy consumption and the impact of CO2

generated during manufacturing operations, which translates into

environmental benefits and lower production costs.

The main advantage of ISO 50001 certification is the systematic approach

that provides continuous improvement in energy performance: a more

efficient and rational use of energy translates into economic benefits and

fewer greenhouse gas emissions. In 2018, CNH Industrial's energy

management system was rolled out to 49 plants, which represent around

97% of the Company's energy consumption, outperforming the targets set

for the year.
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ISO 50001

Energy Management System

Energy consumption 2018 vs 2010

CO2 emission 2018 vs 2010

GJ  2018 vs 2010

The Energy Management System (EnMS), proposed by ISO 50001, is a Management Control System that

allows companies to develop and implement policies and targets taking into account energy consumption.

Comparing analysis and consumption, it is possible to obtain useful information for efficiency action plans and

consequent reduction of energy costs

97% Total energy 

consumption certified
-1.370.000 GJ

-240.000 t

- 45%



Recognition as a Socially Responsible Company
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CNH Industrial’s commitment to sustainability and results achieved in this regard have once again ensured, in 2018, the Company’s

inclusion in some of the world’s most prestigious sustainability equity indexes and resulted in ratings from specialized sector-

specific agencies.

Among them, CNH Industrial was recognized:

Industry Leader In the Dow Jones

Sustainability world and Europe Indexes for the

9th Consecutive Year and scored A- in the CDP

Climate Change program, in recognition of its

actions to optimize energy consumption, reduce

CO2 emissions, and mitigate the business risks of

climate change.

It also ranked among the 31 A-listers in the CDP

Water Security program, won the SAM Gold

Class Sustainability Award 2019, and was awarded

ISS-oekom Prime Status.


